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Abstract. In classical differential topology and geometry, the double Cˇech-de Rham complex
for a good covering U of M corresponds to the single de Rham complex. When passing to non-
commutative geometry on smooth manifolds (i. e. to noncommutative geometry of the algebra
C1 .M/ of smooth functions on M ), the single Connes complex is the counterpart of the single
de Rham complex. We can ask: which bicomplex corresponds to the single Connes complex in
noncommutative geometry of smooth manifolds? We give an answer to this question defining
the Cyclic Cˇech–Hochschild bicomplex for a good covering of a smooth manifold. We pose
fundamental problems on the total homology of this bicomplex.
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1. CˇECH – DE RHAM BICOMPLEX FOR A GOOD COVERING
In differential geometry and topology of smooth manifolds, a fundamental role is
played by the de Rham complex .
 .M/ ; d/ ; dimM D n,

0 .M/
d
 ! : : :
dq 1
 ! 
q .M/
dq
 ! 
qC1 .M/
dqC1
 ! : : :
d
 ! 
n .M/! 0
of differential forms and the de Rham differential operator d D ddR: The cohomo-
logy of this complex is the de Rham cohomology of the manifold M ,
HqDR .M/ D ker d
q= Im dq 1:
The Cˇech – de Rham bicomplex for a good covering U of M corresponds to the
single de Rham complex,
.C 
 
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

; ; Qd/
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(over the first quadrant) where C .U; 
/ D fCp .U; 
q/gp0; q0 ;  D  LC is the
Cˇech differential and Qd D . 1/p d on Cp .U; 
/ ;  Qd C Qd D 0;
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The total differential D D  C Qd W C .r/ ! C .rC1/ is homogeneous of degree C1
with respect to the total gradation
C .r/ D
M
pCqDr
Cp
 
U; 
q

along the lines p C q D const:
1 2 3 4
1
2
3
4
p
q
FIGURE 1. Total gradation along p C q D const :
In spite of the fact that rows and columns of the double Cˇech – de Rham bicomplex
are exact, the total cohomology of this bicomplex is, on the one hand, isomorphic to
the de Rham cohomology and on the other hand to the Cˇech cohomology:
H.r/D D H
r
DR .M/ D
{Hr .M/ :
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Therefore, the characteristic classes ofM (and more generally of any vector bundle or
any G-principal fibre bundle) could be determined by cochain forms defined locally
from the double Cˇech – de Rham bicomplex. See the results by Bott [1], Bott and Tu
[2, pp. 304–305], and Sharygin [11].
The Bott, Bott and Tu, and Sharygin approach consists in producing local formulas
in the Cˇech-de Rham bicomplex by using transition functions gij W Ui \ Uj ! G
(forming a cocycle, i. e., gijgjk D gik) with values in a suitable Lie group G: The
transition functions gij are obtained from a system of local trivializations of a suitable
principal fibre bundle.
All such formulas for characteristic classes obtained for chains defined for a good
covering are called local formulas for characteristic classes.
And what is the corresponding object in noncommutative geometry? The counter-
part of the de Rham complex is the Connes complex for an associative algebra A with
a unit over the field K D R or C, which lies at the foundations of noncommutative
geometry [3–5].
2. SINGLE CONNES COMPLEX
Put crudely, the (abstract) Connes complex consists of cyclic Hochschild chains
and bar differentials
.C .A/ = Im .1   T/ ; b/ Ł

C .A/ D ker .1   T/ ; b
0


where Cq .A/ D
NqC1
.A/, which determines the cyclic homology H .A/ [10].
For a review of abstract Hochschild and Cyclic Homology, see [8, 12].
Now, we turn to noncommutative geometry on smooth manifolds, i. e. to the al-
gebra A D C1 .M/ of smooth functions on M:
The relation between the above-stated abstract Hochschild theory of an arbitrary
algebraA and the “smooth theory” for manifolds uses the tensor power NqC1C1 .M/
in the category of topological linear spaces, following the introduction of the Fre´chet
topology in the algebra of smooth functions C1 .M/ (see, for example, [6]). We
have the following identification of NqC1C1 .M/ with the space of smooth func-
tions on the cartesian product M qC1:
OqC1
C1 .M/ D Cq .C
1 .M// WD fﬃq WM qC1 ! Rg;
f0 
 : : :
 fq
 
x0; : : : ; xq

D f0 .x0/  : : :  fq
 
xq

:
The above-said allows us to apply all the cyclic homology differentials like b; b0;
B etc. to Hochschild q-chains Cq .C1 .M//. The bar differential
b0q W Cq .C
1 .M//! Cq 1 .C
1 .M//
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is defined by the formula 
b0q
 
ﬃq
  
x0; : : : ; xq 1

D
Xq 1
iD0
. 1/i ﬃq
 
x0; : : : ; xi ; xi ; : : : ; xq 1

:
We introduce the graded cyclic permutation
Tq W Cq .C
1 .M//! Cq .C
1 .M// ;
Tq
 
ﬃq
  
x0; : : : ; xq

D . 1/q ﬃq
 
x1; : : : ; xq; x0

:
Definition 2.1. A q-chain ﬃq is called cyclic if Tq .ﬃq/ D ﬃq; i. e.
ﬃq is cyclic  ﬃq 2 ker
 
1   Tq

:
The space of cyclic q-chains is denoted by Cq .C
1 .M// :
The space of cyclic chains is stable under the bar differential:
b0
 
Cq .C
1 .M//

 Cq 1 .C
1 .M// :
Definition 2.2. The complex
 
C .C
1 .M// ; b0

is called the cyclic complex
or Connes complex of the manifold M . Its kth homology group is denoted by
H
k
.C1 .M//:
Hk .C
1 .M// WD Hk
 
C .C
1 .M// ; b0

:
The homology of this complex was given by Connes (for compact manifolds) and
by Teleman (for paracompact manifolds). See also [9].
Theorem 2.3 (Connes–Teleman theorem). For a paracompact manifold M , we
have
H0 .C
1 .M// D 
0 .M/ D C1 .M/ ;
and for i  1,
H2i .C
1 .M//
D H0 .M/ H2 .M/ H4 .M/     H2i 2 .M/
2i .M/ =d


2i 1 .M/

;
H2iC1 .C
1 .M//
D H1 .M/ H3 .M/ H5 .M/     H2i 1 .M/
2iC1 .M/ =d


2i .M/

:
In particular, if dimM is even, dimM D 2m; then
H2mC2 .C
1 .M// D H2mC4 .C
1 .M// D : : :
D H0 .M/ H2 .M/ H4 .M/     H2m .M/ ;
while if dimM is odd, dimM D 2mC 1; then
H2mC2 .C
1 .M// D H2mC4 .C
1 .M// D : : :
D H0 .M/ H2 .M/ H4 .M/     H2m .M/ :
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Therefore, the whole algebra of characteristic classes (Chern character) is sitting
in one homology space, H2mC2 .C
1 .M// :
Conclusion 2.4. IfU M is a contractible open subset (U Ł Rm), then Hk .U / D
0 for k > 0; H0 .U / D R; therefore
H2i .C
1 .U // D R
 

2i .U / =d


2i 1 .U /

D R
 

2i .U / = ker d2i

D R Im d2i ; i  1;
H0 .C
1 .U // D C1 .U / ;
H2i 1 .C
1 .U // D
 

2i 1 .U / = ker d2i 1

D Im d2i 1:
3. CˇECH–HOCHSCHILD BICOMPLEX FOR A GOOD COVERING
In classical differential topology and geometry, the single de Rham complex cor-
responds to the double Cˇech – de Rham complex for a good covering U of M . And
what is the case in noncommutative geometry of smooth manifolds?
We give an answer to this question. A double complex counterpart in noncommut-
ative geometry of smooth manifolds has been defined by N. Teleman.
During his visit to the Institute of Mathematics of the Lodz University of Tech-
nology in December 2009 at the invitation of the author, N. Teleman suggested the
definition of the Cyclic Cˇech–Hochschild bicomplex for a good covering of a man-
ifold, which corresponds to the single Connes complex, and posed the problem of
computing its total homology in connection with the problem of computing charac-
teristic classes.
Definition 3.1 (Cˇech–Hochschild bicomplex). By the Cˇech–Hochschild bicom-
plex for a good covering U of M , we mean a bicomplex (over the first quadrant) of
vector spaces 
{CHp;q .U;R/
	
p0; q0
; Q; b0

where
(a)
{CHp;q .U;R/ D
M
.i0;:::;ip/2IpC1
Ci0;:::;ip;q .U;R/ ;
Ci0;:::;ip;q .U;R/ D
n
ﬃ
q
i0:::ip
W
 
Ui0:::ip
qC1
! R
o
;
(b) b0 is the bar differential for p  0; q  1,
b0p;q W
{CHp;q .U; V /! {CHp;q 1 .U; V / ; 
b0p;q
 
ﬃqp

i0;:::;ip
 
x0; : : : ; xq 1

D
Xq 1
iD0
. 1/i ﬃ
q
i0:::ip
 
x0; : : : ; xi ; xi ; : : : ; xq 1

:
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(c) Q is a sign modification of the Cˇech differential for p; q  0,
p;q W {CHp;q .U; V /! {CHpC1;q .U; V / ;
p;q
 
ﬃq

i0;:::;ipC1
D
XpC1
rD0
. 1/r ﬃ
q
i0;:::;yir ;:::;ipC1
;
Qp;q D . 1/q p;q:
It is a standard calculation that Qb0 C b0 Q D 0. We modify the sign of , not
of b0; because in the standard CC -bicomplex in cyclic homology, we have “ b0”
everywhere and, technically, the CC -bicomplex is used in this theory.
We take the graded cyclic permutation
Tp;q W {CHp;q .U;R/! {CHp;q .U;R/ ;
Tp;q
 
ﬃq

i0;:::;ip
 
x0; : : : ; xq

D . 1/q ﬃ
q
i0:::ip
 
x1; : : : ; xq; x0

;
and the cyclic functions
{CHp;q .U;R/ D
n
ﬃ 2 {CHp;q .U;R/ I Tp;q .ﬃ/ D ﬃ
o
D ker
 
1   Tq

:
The spaces of cyclic chains are stable under the bar and Cˇech differentials,
b0

{CHp;q .U;R/

 {CHp;q 1 .U;R/ ; 
p;q

{CHp;q .U;R/

 {CHpC1;q .U;R/ :
Thus, we introduce a subcomplex . {CH .U;R/ ; Q; b0/; {CH D ker .1   T / ; of
the Cˇech–Hochschild bicomplex.
Definition 3.2 (Cyclic Cˇech–Hochschild bicomplex). By the name Cyclic Cˇech–
Hochschild bicomplex, we mean the bicomplex . {CH .U;R/ ; Q; b0/;
#
Q
 ! {CHpC2;qC1 .U;R/  !
# b0 # b0
Q
 ! {CHp;q .U;R/
Q
 ! {CHpC1;q .U;R/  !
# b0 # b0 # b0
! {CHp 1;q 1 .U;R/
Q
 ! {CHp;q 1 .U;R/
Q
 ! {CHpC1;q 1 .U;R/  !
# # #
The total differential
D D Q C b0 W C r ! C rC1
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is homogeneous of degree C1 with respect to the total gradation
C r D
Y
p qDr
{CHp;q .U;R/
along the lines p   q D const
1 2 3 4
1
2
3
4
p
q
FIGURE 2. Total gradation along the lines p   q D const
(we observe that on each line p   q D const, we have infinitely many vector spaces
and we must use the cartesian product of vector spaces, and not the direct sum; see
[7, Th. 3.2]). Since D2 D 0, we can define the total homology
Hr
 
{CH .U;R/

:
First main problem. Calculate the total homology of the Cyclic Cˇech–Hochschild
bicomplex.
We observe that the homology of the columns of the Cyclic Cˇech–Hochschild
bicomplex is the homology of the suitable Connes complex for contractible sets
Ui0:::ip D Ui0 \ : : : \ Uip , therefore, the above mentioned Connes–Teleman the-
orem on homology of the complex C
 
C1
 
Ui0:::ip

is very useful.
It turns out that the total homology of the cyclic Cˇech–Hochschild bicomplex
. {CHp;q;
Q; b0/ is very rich [7], so it is reasonable to look for representations of char-
acteristic classes in the homology of this bicomplex.
Second main problem. Find a Cyclic Cˇech–Hochschild chain which represents
characteristic classes.
This problem will be discussed elsewhere.
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